Local Runway Safety
Team Training

9 June 2010

Helsinki

The Local Runway Safety Team (LRST) initiative is proving to be one of the most effective means of
developing a safe ‘pilot friendly’ airport. This course is designed to equip pilots with the knowledge and
background information they need to become effective members of LRSTs, as well as effective pilot representatives in airport matters.
It is also the first step to accreditation as an IFALPA Airport Liaison Representative (ALR). The Seminar
includes practical exercises and will cover all the facets of the airport environment and airport/aircraft
interface.

Venue
The seminar content includes:
Introduction to ALR Scheme and its aim and objectives
The role of the LRST
Runway incursion prevention
Runway excursion mitigation strategies
Rescue and Fire Fighting/ Post accident survivability
Visual aids refresher
Wildlife control and mitigation measures
Legislation for LRSTs
How to participate as a LRST
ALR in action

Course pre-requisites
Completed the IFALPA Safety School and/or
Completed the CBT-based pre course training and assessment*
Motivated to work on your association’s air safety team
Approval of your home Association

Who should attend?

Helsinki, the capital of the Republic of Finland, is a
modern city with over half a million residents and is
situated on the Baltic Sea. Lifestyle in the second-most
northern capital city in the world is full of contrasts and
many kinds of summer activities. For foreigner,
Helsinki is a safe and friendly city to visit. English is
widely spoken among Finnish people.
Helsinki’s identity has been formed by cultural influences from both the East and West. Several architectural layers and the impact of different historical periods
can be clearly seen in Helsinki. Finnish design has also
made the country’s capital city world famous. The
beauty of the surrounding nature blends together with
high-tech achievements, while old traditions mix with
the latest contemporary trends. The archipelago that
surrounds Helsinki with hundreds of tiny islands creates an idyllic environment for cruises, for example.
The summer in Helsinki is bright. The days are close to
their longest in the first half of June. Sun stays above
the horizon over 19 hours. The mean daily maximum
temperature is 18.9 celsius degrees, but temperatures
up to 25 degrees are not a surprise either.
IFALPA has arranged special rates for those attending
the LRST with prices from as littles as €102 per night
including breakfast and taxes. To take advantage of
these rates make your reservation by telephone or email
quote SLL when making your reservation and book
before 20:00 on 20 May.

Radisson Blu Royal Hotel
Runeberginkatu 2
FIN - 00100 Helsinki
Telephone:
+358 20 1234 700
reservations.finland@radissonblu.com

www.radissonblu.com/royalhotel-helsinki

New pilot air safety representatives
LRST representatives
* The CBT is carried out via an e-learning portal student s will be given details of how to access the
CBT when they register for the LRST.

Registration Fee
The LRST course is free to attend for pilots representing, and recommended by, IFALPA Member Associations.
However, students are responsible for arranging and paying for their travel, subsistence and hotel accommodation.

Course Timings
Wednesday, 11 June 0900-1700

Act Now
Places at the Seminar are limited and will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. To register please and
find out more see the IFALPA website www.ifalpa.org or alternatively via email to donnafogden@ifalpa.org

